
 

 

The agenda will be finalized as the Conference gets closer will include New Feature sessions as well as 
sessions focused on optimization of the use of the version of MAVES software you currently use. 

 

Attendees at this year’s MAVES Users Group Conference will have the opportunity to tour two Sierra 
Pacific facilities. The two facilities illustrate aspects of Sierra Pacific’s scope of services as well as how 
functionality of MAVES ViewPoint LogisticsTM is leveraged in providing these services. This tour is 
scheduled for Tuesday with an all group dinner Tuesday evening. 

ViewPoint LogisticsTM HighViews and MyLogistics will be presented from two standpoints: 
• Updates to the current HighViews and MyLogistics such as BIRT reports available on 

MyLogisitics 
• Our next generation HighViews and MyLogistics, built on updated technology, will be unveiled 

and a deployment strategy presented. 

Progress towards introduction of a Cloud-based 
ViewPoint LogisticsTM offering has been included 
in recent conferences. VPL Cloud has been 
implemented this year.  The features and benefits 
will be discussed. 

Learn how MAVES’ strategy continues to become 
real. Hear updates on connectivity capabilities 
and walk through supporting floor processing 
features currently available. Join in discussion of 
other features targeted for development in this 
area. 

A powerful tool for retaining supporting documents for your transactional activity, DocStore offers, 
again, expanded scope. Among the new capabilities, automatic attachment of retained documents to 
outbound invoices and other documents will be presented. 

As usual, the Spring Release will include many new features and enhancements aimed at strengthening 
your service capabilities and enabling efficiency. A review of these features including high level 
functionality and benefits will be presented. Key new abilities will be explored in greater detail. 

Every conference is an opportunity for MAVES to showcase new developments available in the latest 
releases as well as a peek at what is under construction. Items that will be presented include: 

 

The MAVES Advisory Board Users Group (MABUG) Conference is fast approaching and we have an 
exciting agenda in the works for all attendees. Here are featured sessions you won’t want to miss! 

MAR 31ST – APR 3RD 
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 


